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About This Game

You are a detective, you have to work hard to think through various puzzles, unlock the level, and finally win!
More than 10 diverse levels

Various brain burning puzzles
Challenge your thinking!

This is my first successful game. If there are any deficiencies, please forgive v_v!
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detective escape 1 - unlimited room. detective escape 1 walkthrough. detective escape 1

1. Got the game
2. Heard the music and saw the graphics.
3. Ears and eyes started bleeding
4. Died after 10 minutes because I got butt♥♥♥♥ed by a clay thing

Conclusion:
10/10 -IGN. I don't know if the ninja is a boy or a girl but they are a cute! CUTE!. Numen: Contest of Heroes basically plays
like a single player MMO, complete with hotkey bar, ability cooldowns, and combat that doesn't feel like it's quite connecting. It
isn't a great game, but it's at least a decent one, and well worth the huge sale prices I've seen it (currently $0.99 as I write this
review.) I myself picked it up for $7.50 soon after release, and don't really regret it, though $5 or less is the sweet spot here
IMO.

The introductory \/ tutorial section is pretty boring, but persevere and the game becomes more enjoyable later. You start out as a
kid, and through a few quests learn the basics of the three primary classes - Warrior, Archer and Mage. At the end of the
tutorial you get to pick which of the three classes you want to become, and appear as a leveled up adult with only the abilities of
the chosen class. At the same time you also pick which God to worship, granting you additional abilities and bonuses, which
increase as you make your God more proud of you through your actions.

Then it's standard fantasy RPG fare. You go on quests, trigger events which advance the plotline, unlock new areas and make
more quests available, kill monsters to level up and get better loot, and eventually kill the final boss and beat the game. You
encounter other heroes along the way and choose whether to help, hinder or ignore them. And there's an Arena tournament
event where you can fight these heroes as well.

The balance seems a bit off in some areas. A couple times you can be thrown into a new area severely underlevelled for the
enemies, and have to grind before you can take on more than one of them at a time. Then 3\/4 of the way through you find that
90% of your attacks are critical hits and enemies don't stand a chance as long as you don't get careless.

Overall I'd recommend the game when it's on sale, though not at the base $9.99 price.. Somewhat slow, and traveling around
Europe might get really repetitive by the time you are in the final chapter, but with very good story and writing from Hal
Barwood, and - even more importantly - quite a few smaller and bigger innovations in the genre.. incredible walking
simulator/puzzle game.. I love this game to pieces. It's a nice little game about a nine year old girl, far too mature and cynical for
her age, who gets forced into cooking for a little demon. The writing is great, providing both charming characters and fun
humor, as well as descriptions of food that makes you want to try eat the screen. As a slice-of-life VN it works really great, and
the epilogues were surprisingly rewarding. (Wish there was more epilogue, I want to see even more of that romance.)

One thing I personally would want to highlight is the parents of the main characters and the relationship they share. The mother
and father are living in a BDSM relationship that seems to impact every aspect of their everyday life, something their daughter
notices and reflects on. The father is really submissive, and basically functions as a cute housewife living to serve his mistress.
The childs perspective on their parents BDSM relationship is really interesting in itself, and her insight provides some character
growth to her parents. I really wasn't expecting this from a yuri VN that seemed to only be about fluff and food, but I adored
what I got.

One of my main personal negatives would be the age of the main characters. With characters as young as nine years old I found
it hard to relate to the romance. However, with them both being far too mature for their age it never felt like they were as child-
like as you would expect children who actually were nine, so that could really help those of us who have a hard time relating to
romance between kids. (And the epilogue is fantastic, which totally helps. Did I mention the epilogue being good?)

(For anyone ever planning on making their own game like this:) The user interface can't seem to decide on whether to call the
settings for "Preferences" or "Options". This is a minor problem with a minor fix; having consistent naming for screens and
tools in UIs generally makes using it flow more smoothly for users.. Most likely the most polished and fun introductory VR
experience there is aside of The Lab, and it seems to produce less problems for users on systems on than the vive, not to
mention it is free.. 10/10 would buy again. The game is fun and addictive. Each of the four airports has two ways to play giving
a total of 8 different ways to interact with the game. It is not a simulation but just a fun game.
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It's always a good sign when I find myself repeatedly muttering the words "Hmmm, I actually really like this game" to myself
when I'm playing something. Well, a good sign that it's a good game. Perhaps also the "first sign of madness", as they say. But
we won't go there...

  Since an eccentric little foray into 2D, Silent Hill-inspired "survival horror" entitled Lone Survivor came out in 2012, a number
of other indie devs have attempted to capture a similar charm. While a couple have come reasonably close - last year's Claire
comes to mind - The Coma may finally be a game which equals the inspiration of Jasper Byrne's little "neo-classic" (while also
owing a tremendous amount to the "stealth horror" classic Clock Tower, as well as high school horror game Obscure and maybe,
just maybe, the more recent DreadOut). While The Coma does very little which could be considered terribly "new", what it does
it does very well.

  It looks great, sounds great, and plays just fine too. It's scary enough - though it shouldn't stress any of you lightweights TOO
much - and it also isn't that difficult really, until perhaps the very end, and might thereby be a rather good introduction to horror
gaming for all of you thus far afraid to take the plunge. It's a fantastic little game which manages to find a balance between
"cute" and "creepy" without compromising either, and is perfectly good value given the moderate length and substantial
entertainment which it provides.

  Sure, I could make a few minor complaints. The maps, for example, could take more cues from the likes of Silent Hill by
showing you: a. where you've been, and b. where you can't enter (due to a barricade in a corridor, say, or something blocking a
door "from the other side"). But on the whole, this still emerges as one of the more solid horror titles of recent years, and while
that's not necessarily saying THAT much - it's been a quagmire of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665of late, let's face it -
it'll still stand up pretty well in years to come, methinks, not least of all due to the frankly "ageless" art style it's chosen.

  Nice job, Korea! You're certainly putting the vast majority of Europe to shame at this particular point in time...keep up the
good work!

  Verdict: 9\/10.. Surgeon Simulator VR: Meet The Medic was Ok.

I didn't enjoy it that much but I am sure for some it might be fun. Finished the game quite fast and task was super easy.

Game is free so go for it. If you have high standards for games then I do not recommend it - was lacking something.

xTzharkz [Eric]. This ♥♥♥♥♥ ♥♥♥♥ing buns, wtf is this♥♥♥♥♥♥ It wasnt worth the 30 cents.. This visual novel was not
visual enough.. Much better than the previous game, but still kept major of issues from it. But much longer story with 4
campaings instead of 1 makes it much better. And as I gave 9\/10 for the last one, I will have to give this one 9.5\/10, as it is
certainly better than the previous one (:. Although I have little experience chess engines this software seems to be really buggy.
Clicking some of the buttons like the force fritz to move button do nothing in some of the training modes. Really disappointed
that I paid what i did for this. I thought that I would be getting a quality product that could help me with my chess game but I
did not. Hopefully they fix some of these issues and add a tutorial. If they did im sure I wouldn't be as disatisfied.. Very well
done. Love the idea of updates to keep it current & fresh. Definitely needs an online multiplayer please like Buzz! had. Please!
Otherwise, great job......
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